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1. Estimation of the component testability

The testabilityTestabij of the j-th in-house instance
available for thei-th component can be estimated before
its implementation using model-based testing. An overview
of model-based testing can be found in [2]. In the follow-
ing we briefly propose a procedure to estimate the testabil-
ity.

We assume to have a set of UML diagrams that describe
the dynamic behaviour of a component instance. If the dia-
grams are incomplete or inconsistent, then the approach in
[2] can be adopted to define a reasonably complete and con-
sistent set of diagrams for model-testing.

We suggest to apply model-based fault injection tech-
niques to the consistent set of UML diagrams to estimate
the component testability.

A successful model-based fault injection technique has
been introduced in [1], where authors inject faults in the ar-
chitectural specification of a system to validate their analyt-
ical study on error propagation at the architectural level. For
example, they devise the swapping of messages exchanged
over the interactions of the UML Sequence Diagrams de-
scribing the component dynamics.

The test cases to apply to the modified compo-
nent model can be generated with the Use Interaction
Test (UIT) method [2], that automatically derives test
cases by using information extracted from Sequence Di-
agrams. A simulation-based tool can then be used to ob-
serve the model behavior on the test cases. Mili et al. in [1]
have adopted Rational Rose Real Time to validate their er-
ror propagation model.

2. Derivation of the probability of failure on
demand for in-house components

In this section we formulate the probability of failure on
demand for in-house components as a function of: (i) the

probability pij that the instance is faulty; (ii) the testabil-
ity Testabij , (iii) the numberNsuc

ij of successful test cases
performed.

In other words we express the possibility of reducing the
probability that the instancej of the componenti fails by
means of a certain amount of test cases represented by the
variableN tot

ij , which can be obtained from the following
equation:Nsuc

ij = (1− Testabij)N tot
ij .

Let A be the event “Nsuc
ij failure-free test cases have

been performed” andB be the event “the instance is fault-
free”. If ρij is the probability that the in-house developed
instance is fault-free given thatNsuc

ij test cases have been
successfully performed, from the Bayes’s theorem we get:

ρij = P (B|A) =
P (A|B)P (B)

P (A|B)P (B) + P (A|B̄)P (B̄)

The following equalities come straightforwardly:

• P (A|B) = 1

• P (B) = 1− pij

• P (A|B̄) = (1− Testabij)Nsuc
ij

• P (B̄) = pij

Therefore we have:

ρij =
1− pij

(1− pij) + pij(1− Testabij)Nsuc
ij

Now we can define the probability of failure on demand
θij of the in-house developed instanceCij , j ∈ J̄i,, under
the assumption that the on-field users’ operational profile is
the same as that one adopted for testing [3]:

θij = Testabij(1− ρij)

and, by substitutingρij , we get equation 7, that is:

θij =
Testabij · pij(1− Testabij)Nsuc

ij

(1− pij) + pij(1− Testabij)Nsuc
ij

(1)



3. Optimization model formulation

We can summarize the formulation of our optimization
model as follows:

min

n∑

i=1


∑

j∈J̄i

c̄ij(tij + τijN
tot
ij )xij +

∑

j∈Ji

cijxij




max
i=1...n

(
∑

j∈J̄i

(tij + τijN
tot
ij )xij +

∑

j∈Ji

dijxij) ≤ T

n∏

i=1

e
−(

∑
j∈J̄i

θijsixij+
∑

j∈Ji
µijsixij) ≥ R

∑

j∈Ji∪J̄i

xij = 1, ∀i = 1 . . . n

xij ∈ {0, 1}, N tot
ij ≥ 0, integer ∀i = 1 . . . n, ∀j ∈ Ji ∪ J̄i

4. Model solution vectors

In Tables 1 and 2 we report the detailed results of the ex-
ample in Section 5 of [4] for both configurations. The ta-
bles are organized as follows: each row represents a value
of the boundT on the delivery time, each column repre-
sents a value of the boundR on the reliability. Hence, in
each entry (row, column) we represent the choice of com-
ponents that CODER suggests for that specific optimization
model. The choice is represented as a vector, where each
element can be either a COTS instance or an in-house in-
stance. In the latter case, the name of the instance is paired
with the number of test to perform on the instance. As said
in Section 4 of [4], the in-house instance of componenti is
namedCi0.
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R=0.85 R=0.9 R=0.95

T=3 [C02, C12, C21, C32] [C02, C12, C21, C32] [C02, C12, C21, C32]

T=4 [C01, C11, C21, C31] [C02, C11, C21, C31] [C03, C11, C21, C31]

T=5 [C01, (C10,0),C21, (C30,0)] [C02, (C10,0),C21, (C30,0)] [C02, (C10,0),C21, (C30,0)]

T=6 [C01, (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,0)] [C02, (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,0)] [C02, (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,0)]

T=7 [C01, (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,0)] [C01, (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,183)] [C02, (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,0)]

T=10 [(C00,0), (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,0)] [(C00,0), (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,0)] [(C00,0), (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,0)]

Table 1. Solution vectors for first configuration

R=0.9 R=0.94 R=0.98

T=3 [(C00,34),C12, C21, C32] [(C00,110),C12, C21, C32] [(C00,284),C12, C21, C32]

T=4 [(C00,36),C12, C21, C31] [(C00,113),C12, C21, C31] [(C00,295),C12, C21, C31]

T=5 [(C00,36),C12, C21, C31] [(C00,113),C12, C21, C31] [(C00,295),C12, C21, C31]

T=6 [(C00,36),C12, C21, (C30,0)] [(C00,113),C12, C21, (C30,0)] [(C00,295),C12, C21, (C30,0)]

T=10 [(C00,205), (C10,0), (C20,0), (C30,0)] [(C00,203), (C10,0),C21, (C30,0)] [(C00,295),C12, C31, (C30,0)]

T=15 [(C00,177), (C10,8), (C20,17),(C30,0)] [(C00,255), (C10,62), (C20,110), (C30,0)] [(C00,418), (C10,216), (C20,305), (C30,0)]

Table 2. Solution vectors for second configuration


